IR spectrum of a mixture of 15a and 16a obtained at -78 °C.
. Cartesian coordinates of the geometries optimized at B3LYP/6-31+G* level.
14a
H -2.858815000 0.887839000 -0.446740000 H -2.858839000 -0.887749000 -0.446910000 H -2.599337000 -0.000104000 1.080513000 C -2.388863000 -0.000003000 -0.008695000 N -0.965062000 0.000005000 -0.308312000 C -0.299632000 -1.205899000 0.183915000 H -0.379355000 -1.280715000 1.291644000 H -0.807112000 -2.082559000 -0.239316000 C -0.299630000 1.205901000 0.183932000 H -0.807130000 2.082560000 -0.239273000 H -0.379331000 1.280701000 1.291665000 H 1.686264000 2.082898000 0.206043000 C 1.181165000 1.208011000 -0.219940000 H 1.252610000 1.282179000 -1.313035000 H 1.252647000 -1.282217000 -1.313010000 H 1.686252000 -2.082895000 0.206101000 C 1.181173000 -1.208013000 -0.219922000 N 1.901062000 0.000005000 0.193879000 H 2.014872000 0.000011000 1.207605000 14a cation N 1.636402000 0.047406000 -0.345258000 C 0.862312000 1.243044000 -0.313688000 C -0.205762000 1.158843000 0.894575000 N -0.948203000 -0.054961000 0.756457000 C -0.152061000 -1.241316000 0.798272000 C 0.916207000 -1.180567000 -0.410038000 C -2.183547000 -0.058840000 -0.018276000 H -1.986326000 -0.221629000 -1.092247000 H -2.826940000 -0.864314000 0.341018000 H -2.690627000 0.898284000 0.104978000 H 0.414267000 -1.286141000 1.732102000 H -0.769211000 -2.134944000 0.684567000 H -0.860224000 2.031476000 0.854402000 H 0.362146000 1.150922000 1.828509000 H 1.496304000 2.120167000 -0.166511000 H 0.294373000 1.356807000 -1.243342000 H 0.352386000 -1.244937000 -1.347074000 H 1.589470000 -2.037099000 -0.333130000 H 2.494163000 0.044959000 0.197916000 14a anion H -2.873206000 0.891147000 -0.434498000 H -2.873206000 -0.891147000 -0.434498000 H -2.587167000 0.000000000 1.082725000 C -2.390124000 0.000000000 -0.008169000 N -0.972035000 0.000000000 -0.323207000 C -0.300947000 -1.198319000 0.184485000 H -0.388976000 -1.268910000 1.288679000 H -0.808216000 -2.088656000 -0.223030000 C -0.300948000 1.198319000 0.184485000 H -0.808216000 2.088656000 -0.223030000 Table S2 . Energies of all the species in the gas phase at the B3LYP/6-311++G* level and zeropoint correction at B3LYP/6-31+G* level. 
